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FRIB and DOE received FDS White Paper in Winter-Spring 2019.
FRIB supports the FDS with a cost range of $24-30M.
Initial DOE response: no FDS money or project for Day 1 FRIB.
Tim Hallman mentions the FDS at the LECM (2019) “in the que after HRS”.
Day One FRIB will require the community to assemble a decay station using
existing detectors and resources! This decay station is known as the FDS Initiator (FDSi).
FDSi was formed at the LECM 2019.
FDSi Coordination Committee formed (ORNL-UTK-ANL-FRIB) and visited FRIB, Feb 2020,
which resulted in a request for the proposal from Thomas Glasmacher (FRIB) from the FDS groupi.
First draft of FDSi proposal circulated to FDSi group
FDSi proposal will be submitted to FRIB by the end of May
FDSi Group
R. Grzywacz (ORNL/UTK), J. M. Allmond (ORNL), K. Rykaczewski(ORNL), C. Rasco (ORNL)
D. Seweryniak(ANL), M. Carpenter(ANL)
S.N. Liddick (FRIB), A. Spyrou(FRIB), C. Wrede(FRIB), H. Schatz(FRIB)
A. Macchiavelli (LBNL), V. Tripathi (FSU), B. Crider (MSU) , R. V. Janssens (UNC), K.L. Jones (UTK), M. Madurga (UTK)

Instruments: Clovershare, CLARION, VANDLE, HaGRID, LaBr3, CeBr3, 3Hen, YSO, MTAS, SuN, Nero, Gadget, GeDSSD...

What is The FRIB Decay Station Initiator (FDSi) ?



An assembly of mostly existing, equipment within a common infrastructure



Optimized for the FRIB mission with an emphasis on fast beams



Available on Day 1 FRIB for all users

How will the FDSi Operate ?


Able to compete for FRIB beam due to high sensitivity.



Groups combine their equipment to provide a superior instrument.



Community owned device that is available to all FRIB users.



Respects detector steward’s obligations to funding and



other scientific programs.

https://fds.phy.ornl.gov/

FDSi Document:



Collaborative effort !



voted unanimously by FDSi Group
voted unanimously by FDS UEC
supported by FRIB management

FDS UEC:
Prepared !
Open !
Fair !

Coordinated !
Respectful !
Flexible !

C. Rasco (ORNL)
A. Spyrou (FRIB)
V. Tripathi (FSU)
B. Crider (MSU)
K. Kolos (LLNL)

Mitch Allmond (ORNL): FDSi

The FRIB Decay Station Initiator
(FDSi)
Designed aligned with the FRIB mission
and rare isotope production method:
multiple nuclei, energetic beams
Diverse physics goals can be achieved
in a single experiment (or campaign):
multi-faceted detector capabilities

Strategic regions based on the FRIB Day-1 beams and science topics
identified in the White Paper and solicited before the workshop.
• Form working groups based on strategic regions of interest
• Optimal mix of science interest and detector expertise
• FDSi Group members will help coordinate science with instrument capabilities

The FRIB Decay Station Initiator (FDSi)

Measurements common to all regions will include:
Ground-state lifetimes, branching ratios, energies and lifetimes for
excites states, and beta-decay intensity distributions

Z<25
Region : Beam

A<18 : 18O

N>Z<20 : 36Ar
 28
O: 48Ca
 40
Mg: 48Ca
Ab-initio theory benchmarks,
Mapping the drip lines,
Exotic decay modes,
Continuum coupling, clustering, neutron-halos
Resonances populated in beta decay.
Deformation and islands of inversion
Region : Beam
 60
Ca: 82Se

N-rich Open Shell, Z=20-28:

82

Se

Mapping the drip lines
Weak binding effects and 3N forces
Deformation, survival of sub-shells
Search for neutron radioactivity
Beta-decay strength

Methods:
Neutron/charged particle spectroscopy,
discrete gamma-spectroscopy

25<Z<55
Region : Beam
 48
Ni: 78Kr

Open Shell 20<N=Z<38: 78Kr

Open Shell N=Z>36: 124Xe
Exotic pn correlations, 2p-emission,
Deformation,
Classical novae physics,
Astrophysical gamma process,
Constraining transmission coefficients,
Region : Beam
 100
Sn: 124Xe
Exotic pn correlations and decay modes,
Proton emission,
Superallowed GT,
Superallowed alpha decay,

Methods:
Charged particle spectroscopy, discrete
and total absorption gamma-spectroscopy

25<Z<55
Region : Beam
78Ni: 86Kr, 238U
Portal to the 5th island of inversion?
r-process,
Antineutrino physics, decay heat,
Role of allowed and forbidden transitions,
Region : Beam
N-rich Open Shell Z>28, and Z<50: 238U
Search for asymmetric shapes,
New classifications of collectivity,
Decay heat, antineutrino physics,
r-process, rare-earth peak,
Level-densities, gamma-ray strength,
Spin-traps, K-isomers, deformed shell-gap,
Impact of deformation on the decay rates,

Methods:
Neutron spectroscopy, discrete and
total absorption gamma-spectroscopy

Z>54
Region : Beam
226
Pb and below:

238

U

Seniority at the extremes,
r-process,
Allowed and forbidden transitions
Region : Beam
N-rich Open Shell Z>50:

238

U

Search for asymmetric shapes
New classifications of collectivity,
Decay heat, antineutrino physics,
r-process, rare-earth peak,
Level-densities, gamma-ray strentgh
Spin-traps. K-isomers, deformed shell-gap,
Impact of deformation on the decay rates

Methods:
Neutron spectroscopy, discrete and
total absorption gamma-spectroscopy

Z>54
Region : Beam
Proton drip-line 50<Z<82: 238U
Mapping the drip-line, proton-emission,
Competition between various decay modes,
Deformed and spherical shell-gaps,
Spin-traps, K-isomers,
Impact of deformation on the decay rates,
Beta-delayed fission,
Methods:
Charged particle spectroscopy, discrete
and total absorption gamma-spectroscopy

What happens next ?





Proposals using the FDSi are encouraged to be coordinated for the first few PAC cycles.
Contact one of the conveners (Grzywacz, Liddick or Seweryniak) or UEC members to express interest
in participation in one of the writing working groups; You may join any writing group (no limit but be reasonable).



Reminders will be circulated after this meeting.



After the FDSi implementation review (early June), we will circulate expected FDSi configurations for Day 1.



Writing groups will start developing pre-proposals with Day 1 FDSi configurations and provide feedback on any
requirements.



Involve the FDSi instrument stewards in the process.



FDSi Coordination Committee and UEC will hold occasional meetings to update the writing groups on the FDSi status.







FDSi Group will publish standard configurations for the Day-1 experiments in the Fall in coordination with the FRIB PAC
announcement.
The LECM in August will be another opportunity to revise the FDSi Document and discuss progress on the science
proposal development.
A FDSi Workshop will be held in the Fall when the call for proposals is announced.

